From: Shannon McCabe, Leeya Ressom, Bridget Silk - IdeasX
To: Mart Doyle

Period: 10/03/16-10/07/16
Hours: 4    Hours to Date: 12

Accomplishments for October 7, 2016

1) Made contact with two schools that could be interested in implementing IdeasX
2) Refined our scope, budget, and project schedule
3) Stayed consistent with our schedule

Goals for October 14, 2016

1) Get some feedback from the schools that could be interested in IdeasX
2) Begin drafting a business plan for funding purposes
3) Begin searching for teammates for BYOBB

Issues:

1) Main communication method with our entrepreneur has been through text, since that is easier for him, but he sometimes has to be followed up with by different people to get a response.
2) Hard to move the project forward until we hear back from the schools so that we know what they’re looking for